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SUMMARY 

 Brief overview of ROC curves 

 ROC curve statements/options available in 
proc LOGISTIC  

 Assumes use of SAS 9.2 

 Assumes basic knowledge of logistic 
regression 

 Does not cover model selection techniques 

 

 



Introduction 

 Logistic regression provides the estimated 
probability that the event of interest will happen. 

 It can be used as a decision making tool whereby, 
given the probability of the event happening you 
decide to take action or not  

 In order to do this, a probability cut-off is 
required – a probability higher than the cut-off 
you predict the event will happen, below the cut-
off you predict the event won’t happen.    



 The accuracy of a predictive model can be 
assessed by comparing the predicted outcome 
with the actual known outcome.  

 And the predicted outcome depends on the 
probability cut-off specified 



For example, 

Low grade breast cancer patients require 
radiation therapy (RT) after surgical 
removal of the tumour. 

 Standard treatment:  Whole breast 
– 4 to 6 weeks treatment 

 New treatment:  Partial breast 
– 1 week treatment 

– reduced side effects 

– takes 2 hours longer per patient to plan 

– some women are not suitable to receive a 

partial plan 

 

 



The question is: 
 Can these women be identified ahead of time so 

2 hours is not spent on planning their treatment 
and they can make arrangements to be receiving 
treatment for 4-6 weeks. 



Logistic Regression 

 Model Outcome: 

– probability of not suitable for a Partial Plan 

 Patient characteristics: 
– age 

– breast laterality 

– radiation dose volume 

– breast volume 

– surgical cavity volume 

– ratio of the surgical cavity volume to breast volume 

– ratio of radiation dose volume to breast volume 

– breast quadrant the tumour was located in 

– number of weeks between final breast surgery and the 

CT scan used for radiation planning purposes  



Predictive Model Criteria 
 

Want the predictive model to save planning a 

partial plan for at least 25% of patients that 

would not be suitable to have one. 

Would accept a cost of not giving a partial plan 

to 5% of patients that could potentially receive 

one. 



KNOWN OUTCOME 

PREDICTED 

OUTCOME  

Not suitable Suitable 

Not suitable 

(p≥0.2) 

TRUE POSITIVE  

rate=0.762 

 (n=48) 

FALSE POSITIVE  

rate=0.272  
(n=72) 

Suitable 

(p<0.2) 

FALSE NEGATIVE 

rate=0.238  

(n=15) 

TRUE NEGATIVE 

rate=0.728  

(n=193) 

  1 1 

Probability cut-off for not suitable for Partial Plan = 0.2 



KNOWN OUTCOME 

PREDICTED 

OUTCOME  

Not suitable Suitable 

Not suitable 

(p≥0.45) 

TRUE POSITIVE  

rate=0.318 

 (n=20) 

FALSE POSITIVE  

rate=0.049  
(n=13) 

Suitable 

(p<0.45) 

FALSE NEGATIVE 

rate=0.682  

(n=43) 

TRUE NEGATIVE 

rate=0.951  

(n=252) 

  1 1 

Probability cut-off for not suitable for Partial Plan = 0.45 

1-SPECIFICITY 

SENSITIVITY 

SPECIFICITY 





Proc LOGISTIC ROCs!  

Let’s see how… 



Proc LOGISTIC ROCs! 

 In order to produce a ROC curve in proc 
LOGISTIC, ODS graphics needs to be 
turned on.  

 

  ods graphics on;               



The ROC curve can then be requested in the proc 
LOGISTIC statement using the PLOTS option. 

 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset  

     PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob) EFFECT); 

   CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

 MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr; 

 run; 

       

The ONLY option suppresses the default plots and 
only the requested plots are displayed. 

In this case only the ROC curve and the EFFECT plot 
will be displayed. 



 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset  

     PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob) EFFECT); 

   CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

 MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr; 

 run; 

       

ID=prob option requests that the predicted 
probabilities are displayed on the ROC plot 

 





 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset  

     PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=casenum) EFFECT); 

   CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

 MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr; 

 run; 

       

 ID=prob option requests that the predicted 
probabilities are displayed on the ROC plot 

 If instead you wanted the observation number 
displayed, ID=casenum could be used. 

 



The area under the 

ROC curve is 

automatically 

provided with 

the ROC curve 

plot.  





ods graphics on; 

  proc logistic DATA=dset; 

   CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

 MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr /   

    OUTROC=dset_name; 
 run; 

 

The option OUTROC= produces an output 
dataset that holds all the data that is used to 
produce the ROC plot.     





ods graphics on; 

  proc logistic DATA=dset; 

   CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

 MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr /   

    OUTROC=dset_name; 
 run; 

 

If the PLOTS option is not specified the OUTROC= 
option will still produce a ROC curve. 

But, the predicted probabilities or observation number 
will not be shown on the plot.  

The OUTROC dataset is not provided if you only 
request the ROC curve using the PLOTS option. 



ods graphics on; 

Ods output classification=classification_table; 

  proc logistic DATA=dset; 

   CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

 MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr /    
       OUTROC=dset_name 

      CTABLE PPROB=(.3 .5 to .9 by .1); 
 run; 

 

CTABLE with PPROB= option can be used to obtain the 
Classification Table  

Can also request the classification table dataset with the 
ods output statement 

If PPROB= is not specified then the default is to show 
classifications for probability cut-offs from 0 to 1 at 
intervals of .02  





ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset 

PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob)); 

   CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

 MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr / 

     OUTROC=dset_name 

     ROCEPS=0.1; 

 run; 

 

The ROCEPS= option requires a number between 0 and 1 which 
specifies the criterion for how you want the event probabilities 
grouped on the ROC curve or output into the OUTROC 
dataset.  

(The default is 1E-8) 

The AUC is adjusted accordingly. 



 In each group, the difference between the largest 
and the smallest estimated event probabilities 
does not exceed the given value. 

 The smallest estimated probability in each group 
serves as a cut point for predicting an event 
response. 

 The OUTROC= option needs to be specified for 

ROCEPS= to have an effect  







 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob)); 

   CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

 MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr / 

     SELECTION=forward; 

 run; 

      

If an automated model selection method is specified in the 
MODEL statement,  

and a ROC plot has been requested in the PLOTS option, 

or the OUTROC= option has been specified in the MODEL 
statement 

then a ROC plot for the final selected model is provided as well as 
an overlaid plot of each of the ROC curves for each stage of the 
model selection process.  



Although the 

PLOTS option 

requests 

predicted 

probabilities 

to be shown, 

it does not 

include them 

on this 

overlaid 

plot.  One 

can imagine 

how messy it 

could get. 



 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob)); 

  CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

  MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr / NOFIT; 

  ROC ‘Quadrant’ quadrant; 

  ROC ‘Cavity to Breast Ratio’ cavtobr; 

 run; 

      

 If an automated model selection process is not used then 
the ROC statement can be used to obtain a ROC curve for 
each predictor of interest 

 A ROC curve in which all of them are overlaid is also 
provided 

 Effects used in any of the ROC statements must be 
specified in the MODEL statement 



 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob)); 

  CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

  MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr / NOFIT; 

  ROC ‘Quadrant’ quadrant; 

  ROC ‘Cavity to Breast Ratio’ cavtobr; 

 run; 

      

 The NOFIT option can be specified to instruct SAS to ignore 
fitting the model specified in the MODEL statement. 

 A model for each of the specified ROC statements is fitted. 

 An observation with a missing value for any of the variables 
specified in the MODEL statement is excluded, even if it is 
missing for a variable not specified in the ROC statement. This 
gives a common sample size for each ROC model. 

 





From 1st ROC statement 

From 2nd ROC statement 

Overlaid plot of each ROC statement plot 



For each ROC statement it displays the AUC along with 

its standard error and 95% CI. 

A 95% CI which contains 0.5 means it is not 

significantly different from random guessing 



 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset  

    PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob))  

    ROCOPTIONS(NODETAILS OUT=roc_dset); 

  CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

  MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr / NOFIT; 

  ROC ‘Quadrant’ quadrant; 

  ROC ‘Cavity to Breast Ratio’ cavtobr; 

 run; 

      

 ROCOPTIONS can be used to specify global options that apply 
to every ROC statement 

 NODETAILS suppresses the model fitting information for 
models specified in the ROC statements 

 OUT=<dset name> appends the ROC data for each ROC 
statement into one dataset (the alias for ROCOUT= in the 
MODEL statement) 

 



 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset  

    PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob))  

    ROCOPTIONS(NODETAILS); 

  CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

  MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr cavvol brvol 
    / NOFIT; 

  ROC ‘Ratio’ quadrant cavtobr; 

  ROC ‘Quadrant’ quadrant; 

  ROC ‘Separate’ quadrant cavvol brvol; 

  ROCCONTRAST REFERENCE(‘Ratio’) E ESTIMATE; 

 run; 

      

 ID=prob asks for probability cut-offs to be shown on the ROC 
curves 

 Use NODETAILS as not interested in the model fitting 
information for each of the ROC statements 

 Requesting 3 models each with a separate ROC statement 



 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset  

    PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob))  

    ROCOPTIONS(NODETAILS); 

  CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

  MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr cavvol brvol 
    / NOFIT; 

  ROC ‘Ratio’ quadrant cavtobr; 

  ROC ‘Quadrant’ quadrant; 

  ROC ‘Separate’ quadrant cavvol brvol; 

  ROCCONTRAST REFERENCE(‘Ratio’) E ESTIMATE; 

 run; 

      

 Using the ROCCONTRAST statement to compare the ROC 
curves specified by the ROC statements 

 The ROC curve labelled ‘Ratio’ will be the REFERENCE 
comparison curve 

  E requests the contrast coefficients to be displayed 



ROC Association 

Statistics produced 

when ROC statements 

are specified 



Requested by 

specifying E in the 

ROCCONTRAST 

statement 



If no options are 

specified in the 

ROCCONTRAST 

statement the Wald 

test for ROC contrast 

is provided by 

default  

This tells us 

whether the 

reference group is 

different from at 

least one of the 

others at the  

5% sig. level 



 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset  

    PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob))  

    ROCOPTIONS(NODETAILS); 

  CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

  MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr cavvol brvol 
    / NOFIT; 

  ROC ‘Ratio’ quadrant cavtobr; 

  ROC ‘Quadrant’ quadrant; 

  ROC ‘Separate’ quadrant cavvol brvol; 

  ROCCONTRAST REFERENCE(‘Ratio’) E ESTIMATE; 

 run; 

      

 ESTIMATE requests that the comparison be made between the 
REFERENCE ROC and each ROC statement 

 ESTIMATE=ALLPAIRS could be used to do all pair 
comparisons 



Output produced by specifying the ESTIMATE option 

in the ROCCONTRAST statement 



Using a validation dataset 

 The dataset that model is determined from 
is often called the ‘test’ dataset. 

 The model can then be applied to a 
‘validation’ dataset to see how well it 
performs on the validation dataset 

 This can be done using the SCORE 
statement in proc logistic 



 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset OUTMODEL=model_name; 

  CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

  MODEL partplan = quadrant cavtobr; 

 run; 

   proc logistic INMODEL=model_name; 

  SCORE DATA=partplan OUT=score_dset CLM 

   OUTROC=score_roc; 

 run; 
  

 OUTMODEL 



SUMMARY 

 Using PLOTS= option to: 
 Produce ROC curve/AUC 

 Show predicted probs/observation # on plot 

 

 Using OUTROC= option to: 
 Produce ROC curve/AUC 

 Obtaining ROC plot dataset 

 Utilise ROCEPS= option 

 Using automated model selection process to 
obtain overlaid ROC plots for each model 
selection process 

 





EFFECT plot 
As the ratio of the cavity volume 

to breast volume increases, the 
probability of not being 
suitable for partial breast 
radiotherapy increases and the 
likelihood of not being suitable 
is higher for women with a 
tumour in the lower and upper 
inner breast quadrants 
compared to other quadrants 



 

ods graphics on;               

  proc logistic DATA=dset PLOTS(ONLY)=(ROC(ID=prob)); 

   CLASS quadrant / PARAM=glm; 

 MODEL partplan = quadrant cav_vol / 

     OUTROC=dset_name; 

 run; 
     

   

If the ROC curve is requested in the PLOTS option but the 
OUTROC= option is not specified then the OUTROC dataset 
will not be provided.  

 


